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From plan to 
plant
From the project to the construction and maintenance of
your cutting-edge mill: from 20 years we have been
transforming your investment in productivity, growth and
competitiveness globally.



We Have Deep 
Knowledge Of Your 
Raw Material.  Soft wheat flour 00, 0, 1, 2 or whole meal: we

design and build specific plants for the
processing of large tender, always ensuring
maximum yields and high quality results.

WHEAT, MAIS, OAT, ETC.







MAINTENANCE APPLICATIONS ON FLOUR MILLS 

The Advantage of the Maintenance as Strategic Sector



At the light of the actual world situation regarding the raw material, job and energy costs on the production
plant one of the main important object for reduce the company costs is the reorganization of the
maintenance function, the definition of goals and policies, through the implementation of monitoring
systems and measuring activities, with a feasible TPM’s (Total Productive Maintenance) application.

MAINTENANCE: THE RIGHT WAY TO SAVE COST AND TIME

= SAVE MONEY



The costs of improperly managed Maintenance have two different origins:
‐ Production interruption due to FAULT
‐ Production interruption for NON SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE interventions
These COSTS are mainly due to:
‐ Low production (reduced efficiency of the plants);
‐ Low quality of final products (for example many starts / stops, products stop on the silos,etc.);
‐ Long maintenance times (unscheduled maintenance interventions require longer work times);
‐ Deterioration of the plants (bad maintenance causes frequent failures / breakages);
‐ High Stock of spare parts(the quantity of spare parts on stock is high if maintenance is not
scheduled).
‐ High energy consumption (continuously start /stop the machinery run in low efficiency);
‐ Low safety in the workplace (increased risk of accidents and injuries);
‐ Loss of yield % in production (could reach ‐1%/day reduction in yield extraction)

NOT SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE COST - NSM



Maintenance, in the past considered almost exclusively as only a cost and a way to occupy plant operators
during the various work shifts, has become a strategic sector for companies, especially on the effects on the
management of production factors such as environmental protection, safety in the workplace, as well as
ensuring the performance of the production system and product quality. In this context, the development
and application of preventive maintenance techniques and work scheduling respond to the dual need to
obtain greater efficiency of the maintenance function and to reduce the discontinuity of the workload
which is one of the causes of the high costs of maintenance.

ANALYSIS, IMPLEMENTATION AND MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT



The starting point is the preliminary
analysis of a production line and the
technical and functional breakdown of
existing or new machines and, is the
Ranking Class.
Through user manual and equipment
analysis the ranking class has been
attributed to each machine, joined the
suitable maintenance policy and created
the operative and preventive plans
(scheduled and operator maintenance),
by means of Maintenance Visual
Management techniques.

ANALYSIS OF PRODUCTION LINE – RANKING CLASS EQUIPMENT
ELEMENTS CRITERIA

A B C

S

Safety
Dangerous for the 

employees/operators

Low Risk for the 

employees/operators

No Risk for the 

employees/operators

Q

Quality
Problems on the final 

product – costumers 

claims

Problems on the final 

product – NO costumers 

claims

NO Problems on the final 
product 

E

Efficiency

Hours of maintenance 
machine STOP

Scheduled/month <16

Hours of maintenance 
machine STOP

Scheduled/month <32

Hours of maintenance 
machine STOP

Scheduled/month >32

P

Less of Production

Stop of TOTAL 

production 

Stop PARTIAL Section of line 

but will be possible still be 

in production and  by‐ pass 

of the equipment.

NO EFFECT for the 

production

F

Fault Frequency

FREQUENT Fault

No  Serious fault >2/year
RANDOM Fault

N° 1/year

No  Serious fault >2/year

RARE Fault 

No  Serious fault <1/anno

M

Maintenance  Intervention 
Time

Intervention time > 8h Intervention time > 1h / < 8h Intervention time < 1h



the determination of the ranking class
involves the assignment of the criticality
class to which the component belongs.
In this way an “A‐B‐C” ranking is created
in terms of the criticality of each
machine in order to attribute the most
suitable maintenance policy.
The Rank Flowchart allows to classify
each machine / component in the three
classes (A, B, C).

RANKING CLASS DEFINITION



Once the "A, B, C" ranks have been defined, based on the
importance and criticality of the various components, the
types of maintenance are established for each of them.
As you can see from the table, the components in rank C
are those where it is not necessary to have a lot of staff
and long times because they have no impact on safety,
quality, operation and production for which the most
appropriate maintenance policy is that of failure or
production (autonomous ).
The components of rank A and B are instead those on
which preventive, productive and predictive maintenance
must be carried out because they are critical from the
point of view of safety, but in particular because their
failure to function could compromise the quality of the
product and even an unexpected failure could cause the
block of the entire production line with consequent loss
of production.

MAINTENANCE POLICY DEFINITION



With 4.0 special maintenance application software will be possible Manage,
organize and scheduled the maintenance activity in really easy mode in way to save cost and time .

MAINTENANCE SCHEDULED ORGANIZATION



In order to ensure correct maintenance scheduling, the following steps will be
carried out:
‐ Classification of machines and components according to Equipment Ranking.
‐ Association to each machines present on the plant the most suitable and
adaptable maintenance policies.
‐ Design, creation and scheduling of production maintenance plans (inspections,
cleaning, lubrication, etc.) usually already present in User's manual.
‐ Classification of the Spare Parts indispensable in way to limit the wharehouse
stock;
‐ Reengineering of the maintenance process through the development of an
internal operational and organizational procedure for the management of work
orders (scheduling, execution and final accounting).
Therefore, in order to be able to build an effective preventive maintenance
system, it is important to start from the data collection setting through the use of
the User's Manual and from the information directly from the field that allows to
feed an information system capable to create a perfect maintenance service
management.

FEED THE SYSTEM FOR MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION



The configuration of the warehouses must be made on the basis of the spare parts necessary for the
machines. Each spare part must be assigned a storage and pick‐up warehouse where, for each intervention
that requires these parts, the spare will be automatically unloaded in this way the stock of materials will be
automatically updated during the finalization of the interventions. The creation and printing of the QR Code
label of the material code is also available. The system will inform when the limit stock will be reach for
proceed with the material order on time.

SPARE PARTS ORGANIZATION



After the collection of the various information will be possible, with a sample and intuitive electronic
interface, insert for each machines the data relevant the maintenance time for each component, spare
parts indispensable, type of operator for any activity, etc. and generate the list of the equipment/machinery
for each plant section

MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE EQUIPMENT



The configuration of the activities is the previous step to the programming of the maintenance cards. The
management of the activities will include:
Operator categories and operators name ‐ Spare parts necessary ‐ Tools ‐ Maintenance with external
Operators ‐ Date and time intervention ‐ Duration of the intervention, etc.
The system automatically will generate a Maintenance Intervention Order that could be send at all the
person involved as Operators, Safety Manager, Production manager, Accounting manager, etc

PLANNING OF THE ACTIVITY



At the end of the intervention the operators will insert the activity info as time spend, material used,
intervention description, then the activities will be closed and the report generate. Automatically the
system will calculate the total cost of the activity on specific machines, maintenance time, spare parts used
and total cost, etc. and send at all the involved manager.

ACTIVITY REPORT



The 4.0
maintenance management
system could be installed on the
Single PC Station, Multi PC
Station or Server PC Station in
way to share the info with all the
involved figure. For each figure
involved will be possible assign
the access criteria protected by
password. The system will show
in any time the maintenance
activity situation and the
eventual critical scenario
organization where will be
possible analyze and modify the
various activity in the best way

MONITORING OF THE INTERVENTION



INTEGRATED SYSTEM
The 4.0 maintenance
management system has the task to
creating periodic preventive maintenance
schedule in order to carry out inspections
and control of the machinery on time, in
way to organize the intervention in
advance and avoid possible onset of
failure: a correct maintenance plan,
considered as a set of intervention times,
spare parts management, personnel
organization, etc. permit to quantify the
productivity and the maintenance cost on
each machine in order to verify if they
guarantee a perfect functioning at the right
production cost or if necessary to plan the
replacement with a new machine without
still loss productivity and money.



The maintenance system is the indispensable answer in the modern plant conception and with
MAINTRACK 4.0 you will have the perfect partner for maintain the high standard of productivity and
increase the income revenue.



Every individual has the duty to make the world a better place

Thank You For your attention


